Citigroup, JPMorgan and Morgan Stanley Unveil ‘Carbon Principles’
by Gene Fry
	February 19, 2008 - Citigroup, JPMorgan Chase and Morgan Stanley announced “Carbon Principles” in February 2008.  They make it harder for companies to get financing to build coal-fired US power plants.  American Electric Power, CMS Energy, DTE Energy, NRG Energy, PSEG, Sempra and Southern Company provided input to their development.
	The Principles anticipate caps on US carbon emissions.  They will lower financial risk to lenders.  “Leading utilities and financial institutions understand that the rules of the road have changed for coal,” said Mark Brownstein, of Environmental Defense, which also had a hand in the Principles.  In 2007 a coalition of environmental groups won commitments from a dozen banks to turn away from coal-fired power plants.
	The Principles set up a more rigorous evaluation process for coal plants.  The banks are open to financing coal plants that capture carbon and store it underground (CCS).  But they encourage renewable energy before coal and will help utilities push for policies that make efficiency more practical.
The Principles say that an effective way to limit carbon emissions is to not produce them.  The signatories encourage clients to invest in cost-effective demand reduction, renewables and distributed technologies, all considering the value of avoided carbon emissions.  They encourage regulatory and legislative changes that increase efficiency in electricity consumption, including the removal of barriers to investment in cost-effective demand reduction.  Similarly, they promote investments in renewable energy production, and related infrastructure investments to support their connection to the grid.  Demand reduction, renewable energy and low-carbon generation will be considered in the Enhanced Diligence Process, required for financings of new fossil fuel generation.
Power from natural gas, coal and nuclear will also be needed to supply electricity reliably.  However, investing in carbon-emitting generation entails uncertain financial, regulatory and certain environmental liability risks.  The Enhanced Diligence process will assess and reflect these risks in financing fossil fuel plants.  Signatories also encourage regulatory and legislative to support CCS.
	For more details, see www.environmentalleader.com/2008/02/04/citigroup-jpmorgan-and-morgan-stanley-unveil-carbon-principles/.

